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Abstract 

The aim of this work is to investigate the possibility to implement a configurable NPU (Network 

Processing Unit) in the next generation of Ericsson’s EMCAs (Ericsson Multi Core 

Architecture). The NPU is constructed so that it can be configured for either Ethernet or xIO-s, 

as either a transmitter or a receiver. The motive for doing the work is that many protocols have 

similar functions and there could be possible advantages to have a configurable protocol choice 

in future hardware.  

A model of a NPU will be created in SystemC using the TLM 2.0 interface. The model will be 

analyzed to evaluate its complexity regarding a possible modification to also make it 

configurable for CPRI.  

 

The result that is presented is that it would be possible to implement a configurable NPU in the 

future EMCAs. The result is based on the conclusion that the protocols use many similar 

functions and most of the blocks could be made configurable for use with different protocols. 

Configurable blocks would benefit a configurable NPU as it would require fewer resources than 

separate blocks for each protocol. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 About this work 

This report is the Master Thesis Work by a Master student in Electrical Engineering at the 

University of Linköping. The Master Thesis is a 30hp
1
 part of a 300hp Master’s degree in 

Electrical Engineering and the Swedish degree of Civilingenjör i Teknisk Fysik och 

Elektroteknik, System on Chip. The work has been performed at Ericsson
2
 in Kista and will be 

examined by the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Linköping. 

1.2 Purpose and Goal 

A network can be described as two or more electronic entities that are connected in such a way 

that they are able to communicate with each other. The ability for electronic devices to 

communicate with each other is an essential feature of a big part of modern electronics. Ericsson 

is the world’s biggest supplier of mobile networks, [6], and develops both the network 

infrastructures hardware and software [7].  

As an important part in the hardware is Ericsson’s designed ASICs. One of the disadvantages of 

ASICs is their inflexibility, as their functionality is hard wired. This leads to high expenses when 

redesigning the ASIC to fit for a newer or different product.  

The purpose of this work is to investigate if it is possible to integrate a small NPU (Network 

Processing Unit) in a ASIC. The NPU should be able to be configured to work for different 

protocols.  

The goal is to design and implement a model of a small NPU that make the ASIC more flexible 

when adapted to new products. The model will be evaluated in order to make recommendations 

if and how such a NPU would be a good idea to integrate in future ASICs. 

1.3 Background 

1.3.1 Network Processing Unit, NPU 

A Network Processing Unit is an Integrated Circuit developed specially for handling network 

communication [8]. The NPU gets its instructions from firmware on chip and gives the user the 

flexibility of changing instructions and function in-field [9].  

                                                 
1
 1.5 hp corresponds to 1 week of studies 

2
 Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson 
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1.3.2 Protocols 

Nodes in a network communicate by sending data between each other. For the nodes to interpret 

the data the same way there are a collection of structures and rules that the format of the data has 

to adapt, this is what is called protocols [10]. There exist a lot of different protocols where some 

are open and some are closed in-house protocols. The different protocols are developed for 

different types of communication and application areas.  

1.3.2.1 Ethernet 

Ethernet is a widely spread and used open protocol for data communication over a solid media. 

Ethernet is typical used in LAN applications. The protocol is standardized as IEEE 802.3, which 

guarantee all electronics that uses Ethernet to be able to communicate with each other [11].  

 

Figure 1: Typical use of Ethernet: in a LAN with two computers 

      in a close range, connected by a cable. 

1.3.2.2 xIO-s 

xIO-s is a closed in-house Ericsson protocol that is used for chip to chip
3
 communication typical 

on a Digital Unit board. The interface is used for short distance communication, up to 30 cm 

[12]. Figure 2 illustrates a typical use of xIO-s. 

 

Figure 2: Typical use of XIOS: chip-to-chip communication on a DU. 

1.3.2.3 CPRI  

CPRI is a standard developed for communication in radio base stations in a radio network. It 

defines the internal interface between what is called the Radio Equipment Control (base station) 

and the Radio Equipment (radio units). Communication handled by CPRI can be local or long 

distance. CPRI is a standard developed by a cooperation of companies in which Ericsson is one 

[13]. 

                                                 
3
 Typical an ASIC or FPGA 
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Figure 3: Typical use of CPRI: between an antenna with a radio unit and a  

     base station a bit away. 

1.3.3 Protocol functions 

When data is to be transferred over a communication link it is packaged into packets
4
. The 

packages carry the payload data and additional information that will help the communication link 

make a successful transfer. The additional data may be addresses for the intended destination or 

synchronization information. In most protocol the data will also be coded to give the data better 

properties when sending it over a physical link. When a packet is received the packet can be 

unpacked and the data can be successfully forwarded to the correct place. The structure of the 

packets is different for different protocols, but the packets often contain similar information. 

Most of the protocols that use packets, like the three protocols described in section Protocols 

1.3.2, use a similar set of limited functions for packing and unpacking. In general you can say 

that a packet arriving to the device goes through the reverse functions than a packet leaving the 

device. Either additional information is added or additional information is analyzed and stripped.  

Some of the most common protocol functions are: 

 CRC calculate and check 

 Scrambling and Descrambling 

 Coding and Decoding 

 Framer and Deframer 

 Gearbox 

 Striping and Aligning 

 Queues and FIFOs 

 Surveillance registers and counters 

                                                 
4
 This is the case in a packet switching network, which is the type of network regarded in this work. 
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1.4 Problem formulation 

Today communication protocols are hard wired in the Ericsson’s ASICs, which means that a 

certain ASIC only works with one pre-specified protocol. A pre-defined protocol makes it hard, 

if not impossible, to use it in applications handling different protocols.  The objective of this 

work is to make a model of a NPU, intended to be implemented on an ASIC, that can be 

configured for different protocol after manufactured. The model will be made so that it can be 

configured for either Ethernet or xIO-s. The complexity and ability of the model to be modified 

so that it also could be configured for CPRI will be analyzed.  

1.5 Outline of main tasks 

In this section an overview of the main tasks of the work is presented.  

The architecture and the implementation will only be made for Ethernet and xIO-s. An 

evaluation of the model modifications needed to be able to configure the model for CPRI will be 

analyzed after the model for Ethernet and xIO-s is completed. 

1.5.1 Literature study 

Literature is studied to gain knowledge about the different protocols; Ethernet, xIO-s and CPRI. 

The literature study is made so that a correct functioning model and an evaluation of the model 

can be made. 

1.5.2 Architecture 

The architecture will be made from both looking at preexisting architectures and creating new 

designs from the analyzed literature. 

1.5.3 Implementation 

The implementation of the NPU will be made in SystemC TLM2.0. The choice of SystemC is 

made as it is a very efficient way of creating a high level model which is the aim of this project. 

The choice of SystemC TLM 2.0 is further explained in section 4.1 SystemC.   

1.5.4 Evaluation 

The evaluation will focus on the similarities and differences of the different protocols’ functions. 

It will be the foundation of the recommendations about how different modules and a whole 

system can be implemented in a future ASIC. 

An evaluation of the model’s complexity and ability to be modified so that it also is configured 

for CPRI will be made. 
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1.6 Restrictions 

In this section the restrictions for the work is presented. 

1.6.1 Model 

The model will not include any specifications for the physical transportation media. 

The model will make the assumption that the incoming data is in the correct format. The correct 

format of the incoming data is specified in each section where the assumption is made. 

1.6.2 Protocols 

The model will only look at the protocols Ethernet, xIO-s and CPRI. 

1.7 Expected results 

In this section the expected results of the work is presented. 

1.7.1 Model 

A model of a small NPU that can be configured for either Ethernet or xIO-s will be designed in 

System C/TLM2.0. The model will be based on the commonalities of the two protocols and the 

functions that need to be implemented for the NPU to work.  

There may be different options for the implementation of different parts in the model. If it is 

discovered that different performances and requirements can be meet by different 

implementations of the NPU modules those options will be discussed.  

1.7.2 Performance and cost estimations 

The performance and cost estimations will be based on the implemented model described in 

1.7.1 Model. 

Estimations that shall be made 

 Performance 

 Resource cost 

 Configuration capability 

 Complexity to adapt a new protocol 

1.7.3 Recommendation of implementation 

Recommendations will be made of whether or not to implement a small NPU that can be 

configured for multiple protocols in the next generation of EMCA’s. Recommendations will also 

be made regarding the essential features of an eventual implementation of such a NPU. 
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1.8 Approach  

The approach taken on this work is presented in this section. 

1.8.1 Work method 

Literature studies are made to gain knowledge needed to be able to design a correct architecture. 

The architecture will be used when implementing a model in SystemC TLM 2.0. When the 

model has been implemented in SystemC the model will be evaluated and analyzed in order to 

make recommendation to Ericsson whether or not to implement a NPU in their future ASICs.  

1.8.2 Related Research 

A network processor is an IC and can be made as both programmable, such as an FPGA, and as 

non-programmable, ASIC, [15]. The programmable NPUs today would likely be able to be 

programmable for the protocols targeted in this work. But the scope of this work is to make a 

non-programmable configurable NPU. As the NPU in this work will handle the Ericsson 

confidential protocol xIO-s, there have not been anyone creating such an NPU earlier. 

The paper by Johnny Öberg, [14], presents a “language” that explains frame-based protocols by 

functionality. This could be one way of comparing the similarities of protocols when 

constructing a configurable NPU. The paper presents only the description language of the 

protocol frames and not a possible physical model of a NPU.   

1.8.3 Literature and source criticism 

The main literature in this work is the literature containing the specifications for the different 

protocols. For Ethernet these are document [16], [17], [18], [5] and [19]. Those papers are an 

approved standard by IEEE which makes those papers highly reliable, for more information se 

the IEEE homepage [1]. For xIO-s I have used the confidential in-house protocol specification 

document [12]. Since it is Ericsson’s own standard and own document it is a reliable source. For 

the CPRI protocol document [20] is used as the primary source of information. The CIPRI 

cooperation is a cooperation of companies in which Ericsson is one [13] which makes the 

documents from the organization a reliable source.  

1.8.4 Language  

The language of this work is American English. It is chosen because it is the official language of 

Ericsson.  

The nomenclature and abbreviations that is used in this paper is established outside this work if 

nothing else is stated. Those that need a further explanation are explained in Appendix A, 

Nomenclature and abbreviations. 

Names of structures, signals, and variables etc. that are established outside this work shall be 

used as standard. 
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This work is written as if it would be read and understood of a Master student in Electrical 

engineering. 

Bit-patterns are written with the left most bit as MSB and the right most bit as LSB. Transferred 

octets is sent with LSB first and MSB last, the system is a so called big endian system [21].  

Example: 

 variable = “a000000b x0000000y”    

 a = MSB and y = LSB    

 sending octet “x000000y” first 

 sending bit y first and bit x last 

 

If nothing else is stated: 

i. Modules are represented by a box containing the module name.  

ii. A module that is part of a transmitter has its inputs at the left and outputs at its right. 

 
Figure 4: Representation of a transmitting module 

iii. A modules that  is part of a receiver has its inputs to the right and outputs to the left 

 
Figure 5: Representation of a transmitting module 
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1.8.5 Thesis outline 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

In this chapter the background for doing this thesis is explained. The problem that 

is to be investigated and the approach to investigate it are presented here. 

Chapter 2. Protocol structure 

The structure of the Ethernet and xIO-s protocols is presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 3. Architecture 

The architecture of the different modules is presented here. 

Chapter 4. Implementation 

The implementation of the different modules is explained in this chapter. 

Chapter 5. Evaluation 

In this chapter the evaluation of the different modules and their possible 

implementations’ is presented. 

Chapter 6. Applying the model to CPRI 

The CPRI protocol, the modules needed for CPRI and how to make the model 

configurable for CPRI is presented in this chapter.  

Chapter 7. Results 

The results from this work are presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 8. Further work 

The possible further work that could be done is presented here. 
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2 Protocol structure 
In this section an overview of the protocol structure for Ethernet and xIO-s is presented. 

2.1 Ethernet 

Ethernet is a collection of different techniques used for communication in LANs, illustrated in 

Figure 1, [3]. Ethernet is standardized as standard IEEE 802.3 which is described in documents 

[5], [16], [17], [18] and [19]. The Ethernet specifications
5
 handled in this work is mainly those of 

the data link layer, see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: The OSI model 

The Ethernet protocol encapsulates the data, referred to as the payload, in a data packet. Data 

packets that are sent over an Ethernet link are referred to as Ethernet frames [3].  The structure of 

the Ethernet frame is displayed in Figure 7. The frame contains, beside the payload, addresses of 

the source and the destination, information to detect any bit errors due to transmission and 

synchronization information.  

 
Figure 7: Ethernet frame structure 

                                                 
5
 when referred to the OSI model, see Figure 6 
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2.1.1 Ethernet frame structure 

2.1.1.1 Preamble 

The preamble is used for signaling the start of a new frame and is used in the receiver to reach 

steady state and for synchronization. The preamble consists of the bit sequence [16]: 

Bit sequence: 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 

2.1.1.2 Start of frame delimiter 

The start of frame delimiter signal that the preamble has ended and that the rest of an Ethernet 

frame will follow. The start of frame delimiter consists of the bit sequence [16]: 

Bit sequence: 10101011 

2.1.1.3 MAC destination and source addresses 

The MAC addresses are the routing addresses for the MAC [3], this fields are not regarded in 

this work. 

2.1.1.4 802.1Q tag 

It is an optional field that is used when the Ethernet is operating in a VLAN [3], this field is not 

regarded in this work. 

2.1.1.5 Ethertype or length 

This field can indicate two things. Either it indicates the number of valid data octets in the 

payload of the frame, or it indicate the type of MAC client protocol that is encapsulated in the 

frame payload [16]. 

 

Value of Ethernetype or length ≥ Decimal 1500, 0x05DC   Length interpretation  

Decimal 1536, 0x0600 ≤ Value of Ethernetype or Length    Ethernetype interpretation 

2.1.1.6 Payload 

The payload field contains the data that should be passed along to the final destination by the 

MAC. [3] 

2.1.1.7 Frame check sequence 

This field contains a 32-bit CRC value that is used to detect errors due to the transmission in the 

physical medium. The CRC value is calculated on the whole Ethernet frame besides the 

Preamble and the Start of frame delimiter fields and is appended to the frame before 

transmission.  
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2.2 xIO-s 

The xIO-s protocol is an Ericsson confidential in house protocol and is therefore not a standard 

of IEEE or any other cooperation outside Ericsson. The protocol is typically used for 

communication between different entities on one DU, see Figure 2. The xIO-s protocol structure 

is similar to the open protocol CIPR’s protocol structure. The protocol structure consists of three 

different hierarchy ordered frames, basic frame, hyper frame and radio frame. [12] 

2.2.1 Basic frame 

A basic frame consists of 16 columns, as shown in Figure 8, where each column holds a number 

of octets. The number of octets in each column is defined by the transmission rate, the faster 

transmission rate the more octets is fitted in to each column. [12] 

 

Figure 8: xIO-s Basic frame structure 

There are three different possible transmission rates for the xIO-s protocol. There is a nominal 

transmission rate of 3.93216 Gbps, and then there are transmission rates of half and double the 

nominal transmission rate. The different frames are displayed in Table 1. [12]  

In this work the 2X frame is used which gives the basic frame a size of 256 octets. 

Name Transmission rate [Gbps] Octets in column 

0.5X Half the nominal transmission rate:         1.96608 4 

1X Nominal transmission rate:                      3.93216 8 

2X Double the nominal transmission rate:    7.86432 16 

Table 1: xIO-s three different frames 
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2.2.2 Hyper frame 

One hyper frame consists of 256 basic frames as illustrated in Figure 9. The basic frame with the 

lowest number is transferred first and the basic fame with the highest number is transferred last. 

[12]. 

 

Figure 9: xIO-s hyper frame structure 

2.2.2.1 Control word 

There is one control word for each hyper frame and it is always located at the first column at the 

first basic frame in each hyper frame. The control word contains information about the hyper 

frame structure, such as size of the different channels. [12] 

2.2.2.2 Channel 0 and Channel 1 

This area transports packet services, which can be used for different read/write command 

between the communicating entities. Column 0 always belong to Channel 0, the control word 

excluded, and can be up to 16 columns. Channel 1 can because of that reach from column 1 to 

15. The size of the channels is stated in the control word and is the same for all basic frames in 

one hyper frame [12] 

2.2.2.3  IQ data 

This area is only used for transportation of IQ data, which can be antenna data streaming 

between the antenna and the radio-base station. The area cannot include column 0 due to the 

control word but can span from column 1 to column 15. [12] 

2.3 Radio frame 

A radio frame consists of 150 hyper frames. [12] 
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3 Architecture 
This section will provide the sufficient information about the system and the different modules, 

so that the reader fully understands how the models architecture is developed and why the design 

choices are made as they are. 

The architecture design work starts with gaining knowledge of the individual system separately 

by literature studies. After this the two systems are analyzed and compared to each other to 

identify similarities and differences, so that a architecture that fits the scope of this work can be 

developed. 

3.1 Overview of system 

The system consists of a number of separate modules, each with a certain function needed in 

either an Ethernet or a xIO-s communication link. In a configuration file system parameters are 

described so that modules are setup in such a way that a transmitter or a receiver for the desired 

protocol is obtained. A new configuration can be made when the system is reset. An overview of 

the system is presented in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Overview of system 

3.1.1 Data 

The data into the transmitter and out from the receiver will have different format, depending on 

which protocol that is used. For both the protocols the data into the transmitter will have the 

same format as the data out from the receiver. For a loopback
6
 system the received data will be 

identical to the transmitted data. 

                                                 
6
 A system where the transmitter output is direct connected to the receiver input. 
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3.1.1.1 Ethernet 

The data into the transmitter will not be analyzed in any way and can be any sequence of bits. 

Looking at the Ethernet frame at Figure 7, the data will be assumed to consist of the MAC 

addresses, 802.1 Q tag, Ethertype of Length and Payload –fields as displayed in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: input / output data format for Ethernet 

3.1.1.2 xIO-s 

The data into the transmitter of the xIO-s protocol will consist of a Basic frame, besides 

calculated CRC values and flow-control characters which is further explained in section 3.5.2 

Packet services.   

3.2 Interface 

For the PCS MAC interface the XGMII interface is used for Ethernet. The corresponding 

interface for xIO-s will be chosen to have the same structure, as the configurable model will 

benefit from a cohesive structure. The XGMII is of the format 64+8 bit and is further explained 

in section 3.3.4 Add control codes.    

There are two parts of the NPU interface, one that connect downwards in the OSI model and one 

that connect upwards in the OSI model, the OSI model is illustrated in Figure 6. The interface 

upwards is of the format described in section 3.1.1.1 Ethernet and 3.1.1.2 xIO-s. The interface 

downwards is a 16 bit parallel interface for Ethernet and a serial interface for xIO-s. 

3.2.1 Interface to PMA 

The interface to the PMA is different for the two protocols. For Ethernet the interface is 

predefined as the 16bit wide XSBI interface as shown in at the right side in the block diagram of 

Figure 12 and Figure 19. For xIO-s the interface is a serial interface that is has is 1 bit wide.  

3.2.2 Interface to the MAC 

The interface to the MAC is for Ethernet defined as the XGMII interface witch is a 32+4 or 64+8 

bit wide interface. The interface for the xIO-s to the MAC is not predefines and has in this work 

been chosen as the XGMII interface.  
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Figure 12: Ethernet transmit, module setup 
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3.3 Ethernet transmit 

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain an Ethernet transmit system 

is presented. The Ethernet transmit system is illustrated in Figure 12. 

3.3.1 Data in 

As explained in section 3.1.1.1 Ethernet. 

3.3.2 Calculate and add CRC 

A CRC value is used for detection of errors caused in the physical link. The CRC value is the 

remainder of a polynomial division of the data that is going to be checked and a pre-defined 

CRC-polynomial. In the transmitter the CRC-value is calculated and added at the end of the data, 

in Ethernet as the FCS-filed of 32 bit. In the receiver an identical division is made, the CRC-

value of this calculation is compared with the value of the received FCS-field. If the values are 

equal there have been no changes in the data caused by the physical link. 

The CRC-value of Ethernet is calculated over the MAC addresses, 802.1 Q tag, Ethertype or 

Length and Payload fields, see Figure 11. There is a number of different standard-polynomial 

used in different applications [22]. The CRC-polynomial that is used for the Ethernet IEEE 802.3 

standard is presented in Equation 1. An example of CRC- calculation can be found in Appendix 

B, CRC - calculation example. 

 

1000     0010      0110     0000   1000           1110              1101             1011            1 

x
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Equation 1: Ethernet CRC-32 polynomial 

This module will not change any of the incoming data, it will just append the CRC value to the 

incoming data. 

3.3.3 Preamble and SFD add 

As described in section 2.1.1 Ethernet frame structure the preamble is added at the start of the 

frame to signaling the beginning of a new Ethernet frame. The SFD is described in the same 

section and is signaling the end of the preamble and the beginning of the rest of the Ethernet 

frame.   

Preamble:  10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 10101010 

SFD:   10101011 

 

This module will add a Preamble and SFD to the beginning of the Ethernet frame. The incoming 

data does not changed, the preamble and SFD is just added to the beginning of the incoming 
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data. The preamble is seven octets wide and the SFD is one octet, this make the total addition to 

the frame after this module eight octets.  

3.3.4 Add control codes 

For the next module, described in 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B, to be able to encode the Ethernet 

frame into 66 bit blocks control codes need to be added. The control codes indicate the Ethernet 

frame boundaries.  

This module does not change any of the incoming data. It just adds control codes at the end and 

the beginning of the data. Control codes are added to indicate start, “start”, and end, “terminate”, 

of the Ethernet frame. Idles are added to make the length of the outgoing data an even number of 

8-octets suitable for the “3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B”- module, this described in section 49.2.4.7 Idle 

(/I/) to 49.2.4.11 Error (/E/) and Table 49–1—Control codes [5].  

Data is transferred to the “3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B”- module with the XGMII interface, which 

transfers 8 octets, 64 bit, at a time. There is also an 8 bit wide control word passed along each 8 

octets, to indicate whether a certain octet is a control code or data. Each bit in the control word 

represents a certain bit in the 8 octet transfer. The bit is set to “0” if the octet is data and set to 

“1” if the octet is a control code.  All the incoming data to the “Add control code”- module are 

categorized as data octets and all the octets, control codes, added inside the module are treated as 

control codes. An example of how the assignment of a control word is made is presented in 

Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13: Example of Control word assignment 

3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B 

In contrast to the earlier modules this module will change the incoming data. The incoming data 

to this module consist of 8 octets of data/control codes and an 8 bit control word, described in 

3.3.4 Add control codes. The output data is a 66 bit wide block. An illustration of the “Encoder 

64B/66B” - module is presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Encoder 64B/66B 

The first two bits in the 66 bit block are called the sync header. The sync header indicates 

whether the following 64 bits are just data or holds any control codes. The sync header is “10” 

for just data or “01” if there are any control codes.  

If the incoming 8 octets is just data there will be no change of the data, just the sync header will 

be added to the beginning of the 64 bits to make it into a 66 bit block. 

 

If the incoming 8 octets holds any control codes the 8 octets will be transformed according to the 

encoding table found in Figure 49–7—64B/66B block formats [5].  The 66 bit output block 

structure is presented in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15: 66 bit block structure 

3.3.6 Scrambler 

To scramble a signal can be explained as making the signal look more random. Scrambling is 

used to eliminate long sequences of zeros or ones. The reason for wanting to eliminate long 

sequences of same characters is because a more random signal has better properties when it is to 

be transmitted over a physical link. Clock recovery will also benefits from a more random signal. 

[24]  

The “scrambler”- module will scramble the last 64 bit of the 66 bit input. The sync header will 

bypass the scrambler and keep its value when added on to the 64 scrambled bits. The reason for 

bypassing the sync header is that the sync header is used for synchronization in the receiver. This 

is explained further in section 3.4.3 Frame sync. 

The scrambled data is calculated by successive calculations of the bits in the data block. The 

calculations are made according to a chosen scrambler polynomial. Equation 2 presents the 

polynomial used for scrambling in Ethernet. 
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G(x) = 1 + x
39

 + x
58

 

Equation 2: Scrambling polynomial for Ethernet 

How the scrambling is made is illustrated in Figure 16. The placement of the XOR gate is made 

as in Equation 3. 

Scrambling a 64 bit data; i = 0-63,  

Y(64 + i)  =  Y(64 – 58 + i)  XOR  Y(64 – 39 + i)  XOR  X(i) 

Equation 3: XOR placement calculation scrambling 

 
Figure 16: Scrambler calculation 

3.3.7 Gearbox 

The concept of a gearbox is to switch between a certain clock/frequency and block size to 

another clock/frequency and block size. This is done keeping the total bits processed during a 

given time the same, as shown in the general gearbox schematic in Figure 17. 

The concept when designing a gearbox is to write into a memory with one pace and read from 

the memory with another pace. 

The gearbox that is used in the Ethernet transmitter makes a transition from a 66 bit blocks of 

incoming data to 16 bit blocks of outgoing data, see Figure 18.  The gearbox does not 

manipulate the incoming data in any way. 
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Figure 17: Schematic of general gearbox 

 

Figure 18: Gearbox 66/16 

3.3.8 Data out 

The output data from the transmitter consists of a 16 bit wide data stream. 
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Figure 19: Ethernet receive, module setup 
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3.4 Ethernet receive 

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain an Ethernet receive system is 

presented. The Ethernet receive system is illustrated in Figure 19. 

3.4.1 Data in 

The input data to the Ethernet receiver consists of a 16 bit wide data stream. 

3.4.2 Gearbox 

The concept of the Gearbox is explained in section 3.3.7 Gearbox and is illustrated in Figure 17.  

The gearbox that is used in the Ethernet receiver makes a transition from 16 bit blocks of 

incoming data to 66 bit blocks outgoing data, see Figure 20.  The gearbox does not manipulate 

the incoming data in any way. 

 
Figure 20: Gearbox 16/66 

3.4.3 Frame sync 

The objective of the frame synchronization is to detect the beginning of new valid data. 

Synchronization is needed due to the fact that when no important data is sent there will still be 

bits “present”, e.g. there will be data and not just “nothing”. When data is sent over the lane, 

there are no “unimportant” data bits sent in the middle of the data. This means that when we 

have reached synchronization all the data that is sent in that session is important data and should 

be interpreted. 

The received data almost certainly will not come in the same format, with the sync header as the 

two first bits, as it was sent from the transmitter. This is due to the properties of the physical link 

that in most cases will skew the data blocks as they are propagating through the link. 

To detect the beginning of data the “frame sync”- module uses the synch header. The sync 

header is the two first bits of any valid 66 bit block, see Figure 15. A valid sync header has the 

value “01” or “10”, as explained in section 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B. The important attribute is 

that it always makes a transition between zero and one, or between one and zero. As the rest of 

the block, the following 64 bits are scrambled the sync header can be detected as the only place 

in a continuous stream of 66 bit blocks that always has a transition of bit values. 
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The “frame sync”- module finds the sync header by searching for a zero-one or one zero 

transition in 64 consecutive 66 bit blocks. 64 is specified in the Ethernet standard see document 

[5]. After the 64 incoming blocks has been searched for bit value transitions there will only be 

one place in the 66 bit block that always has a transition and the placement of the sync header is 

found.  

After the sync header is found the “frame sync”- module outputs 66 bit blocks in the same rate as 

it gets the incoming blocks. The only difference is that the outgoing blocks are skewed according 

to the placement of the sync header, so that the outgoing block starts with the sync header.  

The “frame sync”- module will not change the incoming data. It will just adjust the boundaries of 

the data so that the outgoing data comes with the sync header first. 

3.4.4 Descrambler 

The objective of the descrambler is to “unscramble” the data that was scrambled with the 

scrambler, described in section 3.3.6 Scrambler, i.e. the output from the “descrambler”- module 

should be the exact same as the input to the “scrambler”- module for a chosen data block.  

The descrambling methodology is the same as for scrambling, explained in section 3.3.6 

Scrambler. The polynomial for the descrambling calculations is also the same as for the 

scrambler which is found in Equation 2. How the descrambling is made is illustrated in Figure 

21. The placement of the XOR gate is made according to Equation 4. 

Scrambling a 64-bit data; i = 0-63,  

X(i)=  Y(64 – 58 + i)  XOR  Y(64 – 39 + i)  XOR  Y(64 + i)   

Equation 4: XOR placement calculation for descrambling 

 
Figure 21: Descrambler calculation 
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3.4.5 Decoder 66B/64B 

The Decoder will decode the data that was encoded in the “encoder 64B/66B”- module described 

in section 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B. The Decoding is the revers interpretation of the code tables in 

figure 49–7—64B/66B block formats, [5].  

The input to the Decoders is 66 bit blocks, where the two first bits are the sync header, see 

Figure 15. The output of the “decoder 66B/64B”- module is an 8 octets wide data block and an 8 

bit control word. As described in 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B each bit in the control word represent 

one octet in the data block, if  “0” the octet is data if  “1” the octet is a control code. The output 

is thereby in the XGMII format which was described in section 3.3.4 Add control codes. 

The output of the “decoder 66B/64B”- module will be the same as the input of the “encoder 

64B/66B”- module for a chosen data block. An illustration of the “decoder 66B/64B”- module is 

presented in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Decoder 66B/64B 

3.4.6 Search and delete control codes 

The “search and delete control code”- module starts by searching the incoming data for control 

codes that indicate the start and the end of incoming packets. The control codes that are used are 

described in 49.2.4.7 Idle (/I/) to 49.2.4.11 Error (/E/) and Table 49–1—Control codes, [5]. 

When the start and end of a packet has been found the module will delete the control codes, 

which was added to the packet in the “add control code”- module, described in section 3.3.4 Add 

control codes. 

As the incoming data is in the XGMII format, described in section 3.3.4 Add control codes, there 

will not be a packet fitted in just one incoming data block. The “search and delete control code”- 

module will therefore store all the incoming data blocks that is part of the packet currently 

processed. When the whole packet has been received the module will output the whole packet at 

once. 

The output from the “search and delete control codes”- module will be the same as the input to 

the “add control code”- module for a chosen packet. The outgoing packet will be an Ethernet 

frame of the format presented in Figure 7.   
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3.4.7 Preamble and SFD delete 

The “preamble and SFD delete”- module will delete the preamble and SFD that was added to the 

data in the “preamble and SFD add”- module described in section 3.3.3 Preamble and SFD add.   

The output data will be the same as the input data, except the first four octets which will be 

removed.  

3.4.8 Calculate and compare CRC 

The “calculate and compare CRC”- module will do the same calculations as those described for 

the “calculate and compare CRC”- module described in section 3.3.2 Calculate and add CRC. 

The difference from the calculations in the “calculate and add CRC”- module is that the 

calculations in this module will not be made over the four last octets of the incoming data as 

those are the incoming CRC. The result from the calculation of CRC in this module will be 

compared to the incoming CRC. If the calculated CRC and the incoming CRC is identical the 

data is treated as not being corrupt.   

The result of the check can be used by functions higher up in the OSI model, see Figure 6, to 

make decisions of whether keeping or throwing the packet. If a packet is not kept the function 

may send a request back to the transmitter asking it to retransmit the packet that was corrupt. 

This is not a part of the scope in this project and the check will just establish whether the 

received data was corrupt or not. 

The output from the “calculate and compare CRC”- module will be the same as the incoming 

data to the module but with the last four octets removed. 

3.4.9 Data out 

As explained in section 3.1.1.1 Ethernet. 
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3.5 xIO-s transmit  

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain a xIO-s transmit system is 

presented. The xIO-s transmit system is illustrated in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: xIO-s transmit, module setup 

3.5.1 Data in 

The data into the xIO-s protocol will be in the format of a basic frame, 2X, which is presented in 

section 2.2.1 Basic frame.  

The data in channel 0 and 1 consists of packet services. All the packet services have at least one 

CRC-field, explained in section 3.5.2 Packet services. Those CRC fields are in this work 

regarded as empty at the moment where the basic frame enters the xIO-s transmitter. As 

explained in section 3.5.3 Calculate and add CRC the CRC or CRC’s is added in the chosen 

place specified for each individual packet service. 

3.5.2 Packet services 

The “packet service”- module is illustrated in in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Packet service module 
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3.5.2.1 Packet services 

Packet services are used to transport messages between two nodes in a communication link. 

According to Table 11, [12], there are seven different packet services for xIO-s. Each service 

type is explained thorough in section 4.3.6 Direct Address long write 24 to 4.3.12 L1CB long, 

[12]. For the scope of this paper we will just need to regard the two different formats of service 

types, illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26. 

 
Figure 25: Service type format I 

 

 
Figure 26: Service type format II 

The “packet service”- module will search each incoming basic frame for packet services in both 

channel 0 and channel 1. The channel sizes are defined in the control word, which is explained in 

section 3.4.2 Control word, [12]. When a packet service if found the service type field determine 

the format of the packet service. 

Format I If a service type is of format I all the bits in the packet will be passed to 

the given channels CRC 16 output.  

Format II If the service type is of format II the bits preceding CRC 1, Data 1, will be 

passed to the given channels CRC 16 output. Data 2 will be passed to the 

given channels CRC 32 output. When the “packet service”- module is 

placed in a transmitter it will signal the CRC-module to calculate and 

append a CRCs to the data. When it is placed in a receiver the module will 

signal the CRC-module to calculate and check the CRCs instead. 

When a basic frame containing a control word enters the “packet service”- module the channel 

sizes will be extracted and passed along together with the incoming IQ-data, at the “IQ-data and 

channel sizes”- output see Figure 24. The current channel sizes (valid for one basic frame) will 

be appended and passed along with the IQ data in all following 244 basic frames in that hyper 

frame. The channel sizes are passed along as the following modules have to know the channel 

sizes but do not extract them themselves. 
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3.5.3 Calculate and add CRC 

The reason for using a CRC and the method for calculate one is the same as for Ethernet 

described in section 3.3.2 Calculate and add CRC. However the “calculate and add CRC”- 

module is more complex for xIO-s than for Ethernet. The reason for this is that xIO-s has two 

separate channels that may need CRC calculations, and each channel may have either one or two 

separate CRCs, see Figure 26. Also seen in Figure 26 is that the CRC can be either a 16 bit CRC 

or a 32 bit CRC. The structure of the xIO-s CRC “calculate and add”- module is presented in 

Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: Calculate and add CRC, xIO-s 

3.5.3.1 CRC 16 

The “CRC 16”- module will calculate a 16 bit CRC and append it to the end of the incoming 

data. The polynomial used for CRC 16 calculations in xIO-s is presented in Equation 5. 
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Equation 5: xIO-s CRC 16 polynomial 

3.5.3.2 CRC 32 

The “CRC 32”- module will calculate a 32 bit CRC and append it to the end of the incoming 

data. The polynomial used for CRC 32 calculations in xIO-s is presented in Equation 6. 
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Equation 6: xIO-s CRC 32 polynomial 
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3.5.4 Add flow control characters 

The flow control characters are used for indication of the start and the end of a service packet. 

They are also used to control the flow in the physical link, but that is outside the scope of this 

work. [12]  

The flow control characters are added into channel 0 and channel1, and they only control the one 

channel that they appear in. The different flow control characters are described in Table 13, [12]. 

The “flow control”- module will add flow control characters to the each channel. After the 

characters are in place the module will merge channel 0, channel 1 and the IQ-data to the basic 

frame format (size of channels) that is specified by the “channel size”- byte appended to the 

incoming IQ-data. The add flow control model is illustrated in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28: Add flow control characters 

The output data will as specified in section 3.2 Interface have the same format as the XGMII 

interface, the XGMII interface is described in section 3.3.4 Add control codes. Each XGMII 

transfer contains 8 octets which add up to exactly 32 transfers to transfer a complete basic 

frame
7
. The control word of XGMII is mapped at the same way as explained in section 3.3.4 Add 

control codes. The control characters added inside the “add flow control”- module is treated as 

control bytes, represented with a “1” in the control word, and  the incoming data octets are all 

treated as data octets, represented with “0” in the control word. 

                                                 
7
 If the basic frame is of the 2X type 
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3.5.5 Encoder 8B/10B 

The “encoder 8B/10B”- module will encode each octet of the incoming data to a 10 bit block, the 

module is illustrated in Figure 29. This module will transform the data and outputs an 80 bit data 

block. 

The module is using the 8B/10B coding scheme, which is an efficient coding scheme evented by 

IBM. The main advantages using this 8B/10B coding scheme is a short run length and DC-

balance. [12] 

 

Figure 29: Encoder 8B/10B 

The 8B/10B coding is divided into two subsystems 5B/6B coding and 3B/4B. The 8 bits are 

named A-H with a 5 bit block as A-E and a 3 bit block as F-H. The encoded 10 bits are named a-

j with a 6 bit block of a-e + i and a 4 bit block of f-h + j. The bit structure of the 8 and 10 bit 

block is illustrated in Figure 30. [23] 

 

Figure 30: 8b/10b coding scheme bit index structure 

A code block of 8 bits can hold either data or control information. Whether the block is data or 

control information is signaled by a signal called K. K is 1 bit and is an incoming signal to the 

encoder and an outgoing signal from the decoder. K holds the value “0” if the block is data and 

the value “1” if the block is control information. [23] 

An important part is to keep the DC balanced which means that over time the number of 

transferred zeros and once shall be the same. To make sure that this is the case disparity is 
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calculated at the bit stream. The disparity is the difference between the number of transmitted 

zeros and ones. With the consideration of the disparity any encoded block with different number 

of zeros and ones may be inverted to ensure that there never differ more than two between the 

number of transmitted zeros and ones. [4] 

3.5.6 Striper 

The “striper”- module will divide the incoming data block in two parts, and send it out over two 

lanes, as illustrated in Figure 31.  A striper is only used by the 2X xIO-s protocol, and its 

objective is to speed up the transfer. As the physical transfer rate of the medium is limited, two 

lanes make it possible to send the double amount of data. 

 

Figure 31: Striper 

The striping is made by sending the first 40 bits of the incoming data block on one lane and the 

remaining 40 bits on the other lane. The lanes are able to be synced in the receiver using one 

K28.5 symbol for each of the lanes, se Figure 18, [12]. The syncing and merging of the lanes is 

explained further in section 3.6.3 Aligner. 

3.5.7 Serializer 

For the “serializer”-module a gearbox, described in section 3.3.7 Gearbox, with a one bit output 

is used. The input to the serializer is a 40 bit wide data block. 

3.5.7.1 Data out 

The output data is a 1 bit serial interface. 
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Figure 32: xIO-s receive, module setup 
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3.6 xIO-s receive 

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain a xIO-s receive system is 

presented. The xIO-s receive system is illustrated in Figure 32. 

3.6.1 Data in 

The input data consist of two parallel lanes of 40 bits each. Each of the data input lanes targets an 

own “frame sync”- module. 

3.6.2 Frame sync 

The objective of synchronization is explained in detail in section 3.4.3 Frame sync. The xIO-s 

protocol is based on the 8b/10b coding scheme, described in section 3.5.5 Encoder 8B/10B, 

which uses the synchronization character named K28.5. Due to the nature of the 8b/10b coding 

scheme no following ten bits, in any bit stream, have the value of the K28.5 character if it is not 

actual a K28.5 character. This leads to that the xIO-s synchronization function only has to find 

one K28.5 character in an incoming lane for the receiver to be able to synchronize the data.  

The K28.5 character is only sent once for every hyper frame or twice if striping is used, when it 

is sent once for each lane, see 3.5.6 Striper. The K28.5 has to be sent once for each lane when 

striping is used for the receiver to be able to synchronize each lane and to be able to eliminate the 

skew between the lanes. The two K28.5 symbols are located in the control word as the first and 

the 5 octet, as seen in Figure 18, [12]. 

When the frame sync has located one K28.5 character among the incoming 40 bits, it deskews 

the bits so that the first synced output starts with the K28.5 character. The following transfers are 

deskewed the same way as the first synced transfer. When the “frame sync”- module is in sync it 

will output a 40 bit block for each 40 bit block it receive, but the outgoing will almost certain be 

deskewed to the input. 

3.6.3 Aligner 

The aligner is used in the receiver only when a striper is used in the transmitter. As explained in 

section 3.5.6 Striper, the striper split 80 bits in to two lanes of 40 bits each. The aligner has the 

opposite function and merges two 40 bit lanes into one 80 bit block. 

The two incoming lanes from the two separate frame syncs may be skewed in respect to each 

other. The Aligner will therefore wait until it has received a block with a K28.5 character on 

each lane. Thereafter it knows the skew between the lanes and can assemble the correct 40 bits 

blocks with each other. An illustration of the “aligner”- module is presented in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Aligner 

3.6.4 Decoder 10B/8B 

The “decoder 10B/8B”- module decode the data that was encoded in the “encoder 8B/10B”- 

module described in 3.5.5 Encoder 8B/10B. The module decode after the decoding tables for 

10b/8b decoding found in [23].  

The input to the decoders is a 80 bit block, see Figure 34. The output of the decoder is an 8 octet 

wide data block and an 8 bit control word. As described in section 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B each 

bit in the control word represent one octet in the data block, if  “0” the octet is data if  “1” the 

octet is a control code. The output is thereby in the XGMII format which was described in 

section 3.3.4 Add control codes. 

The output of the “decoder 10B/8B”- module will be the same as the input of the “encoder 

8B/10B”- module for a chosen piece of data. An illustration of the decoder is presented in Figure 

34. 

 

Figure 34: Decoder 10B/8B 

3.6.5 Delete flow control characters 

This module will search channel 0 and channel 1 for flow control characters. When the 

characters have been found the module will delete the characters, and only pass the packet 

service that was embedded in the flow control characters though the output. 
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Figure 35: Delete flow control characters 

As seen in Figure 35 the input to the “delete flow control”- module is only 8 octets of data at a 

time. The module will therefore receive 32, 8 octets wide, data blocks (as a basic frame is 256 

octets) before it analyses the incoming basic frame. 

The “delete flow control”- module need to know the channel sizes so it can assemble the output 

in the correct format. To get the information about the channel sizes the module will analyses the 

incoming data and if it is a control word it will store the channel sizes as specified. This module 

is not responsible for any synchronization and will keep no track of which basic frame in a hyper 

frame the current basic frame is, and will reset the channel sizes each time it receives a new 

control word (which should only exist in the first basic frame in each hyper frame). 

The output of the “delete flow control”- module will be the same as the input to the “add flow 

control”- module, described in section 3.5.4 Add flow control characters. 

3.6.6 Packet services 

The “packet services”- module is described in section 3.5.2.1 Packet services. As mentioned in 

the module description the module will in the receiver signal the CRC-module to calculate and 

check the CRC instead of calculate and append a CRC as it does in the transmitter.  

3.6.7 Calculate and check CRC 

The “calculate and check CRC”- module is very similar to the “calculate and add CRC”- module 

described in section 3.5.3 Calculate and add CRC. The difference is that the “calculate and 

check” CRC module will calculate the CRC but instead of appending the CRC to the incoming 

data it will compare the incoming CRC with the calculated to state whether the incoming data is 

corrupt or not.  

The outgoing data from the “calculate and check CRC”- module is exactly the same as the input 

data to the module. The check result can be used for functions higher in the IOS model, see 

Figure 6, to make decisions of whether to accept the incoming data or not. If data is not accepted 

the transmitter may be asked to resend the data. This functions is outside the scope of this work 

and the module will just state whether the data is corrupt or not. An illustration of the “calculate 

and check CRC”- module is presented in Figure 36.  
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Figure 36: Calculate and check CRC 

3.6.8 Merge packet 

The packet merger will assemble the incoming data to a basic frame. 

 
Figure 37: Packet merger 

3.6.9 Data out 

As explained in section 3.1.1.2 xIO-s. 
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4 Implementation 
In this section the implementation of the SystemC model is explained. The architecture of the 

system and the included modules is explained in chapter 3 Architecture. 

The chapter starts with a presentation of the SystemC language and its TLM 2.0 interface. The 

benefits of making a system model in SystemC and the reason for which it was chosen for this 

project will be presented.  

The second section contains implementation description of the whole system and the last section 

contains a structural description of the different modules.  

4.1 SystemC 

SystemC consists of a class library and a simulation kernel to be used as a add on in C ++.  It 

makes it possible to model RTL-level hardware in C++, see Figure 38. The objective of develop 

a system in SystemC is to be able to model block and functional units as either hardware or 

software. An advantage compared to pure HDL or software languages is that it is easy to model 

and analyze the performance and trade-offs between hardware and software in an embedded 

system, without specifying either hardware or software. [25]  

 

Figure 38: Levels able to model with SystemC 

 

The use of a language that spans over both hardware and software when working with designing 

a model of a SoC is quite obvious as a SoC by definition consists of hardware entities and 

embedded software. 
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4.1.1 TLM 2.0 

Transaction Level Modeling, TLM, is a developed with the objective to define a common 

interface for different parties that develop IP in SystemC. A common interface for modules make 

is easy to exchange or arrange different module in the system. The TLM interface models 

communication between modules over memory mapped busses. [26] 

The core of the interface is to use transactions between the entities that shall exchange 

information. A transaction is a pointer to an object, a generic payload object, sent between two 

sockets, initiator and target, as illustrated in Figure 39. As the transmitted object is of the same 

format for any module, the sending or receiving module will decide which properties the 

transaction object will hold, as well as what to do with the object.  

 

Figure 39: General TLM transaction 

A system modeled by TLM can be viewed as a modeling of the data flow between different parts 

of the system. This is in contrast to the more conventional view where different functions process 

some incoming data and may return some outgoing data. 

4.2 System 

As described in section 3.1 Overview of system the system consists of a number of individual 

modules. The module setup is specified in a configuration file, as illustrated in Figure 10.  

4.2.1 Configuration 

The configuration is made by text in a plain text file. The system will read and configure the 

setup as specified in the file when the system is started. The system can change setup each time it 

is reset. A change of configuration is made easy by replacing the current configuration file to one 

with a different configuration. 

The configuration file contains two types of specifications: 

i. Modules that will be used 

ii. Connection between modules 
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i. The modules are specified using a module type, name and if any additional 

parameters. An example of a module specification is presented in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40: Example of module specification in the configuration file. 

ii. A connection between modules is specified using a connect-label, “CONNECT”, 

the module names and sockets at the specified modules. An example of a 

connection specification is presented in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41: Example of a connection specification in the configuration file. 

The module type and additional parameters for each module is specified in each modules 

structural description section under 4.3 Structural descriptions of modules. 
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4.3 Structural descriptions of modules 

Bits declared as spare bits are not used, they exist as the transferred data by the TLM 2.0 

interface has the size of bytes and not bits. 

4.3.1 Packet Service 

Module type:   PACKET-SERVICE 

Additional parameters:  none 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND 

 

Figure 42: Structural description of Packet Service  

RECEIVE:  [2047:0]  = Data, the Data is a Basic Frame 

SEND_0:  [(size_ch0 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 0   

SEND_1:  [(size_ch1 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 1   

 

SEND:   [(size_out - 1):8] = IQ-Data 

[7:4]  =  Size of channel 1, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 1  

[3:0]  =  Size of channel 0, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 0  
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4.3.2 CRC 

Module type:   CRC 

Additional parameters:  CRC type; 16, 32 

CRC operation; ADD, CHECK 

    CRC polynomial  

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND 

4.3.2.1 CRC 16 

CRC type:  16 

 

Figure 43: Structural description of CRC 16 

CRC operation:  ADD 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):0] = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

SEND:  [(size_out -1):16] = Data = RECEIVE [(size_in – 1):0] 

  [15:0]   =  16 bit CRC value  

 

CRC operation: CHECK 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):16] = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

  [15:0]   = 16 bit CRC value  

SEND:  [(size_out -1):0] = Data, size_out = size_in 

  Data = RECEIVE [(size_in – 1):0] 
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4.3.2.2 CRC 32 

CRC type:  32 

 

Figure 44: Structural description of CRC 32 

CRC operation:  ADD 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):0] = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

SEND:  [(size_out -1):32] = Data = RECEIVE [(size_in – 1):0] 

  [31:0]   =  32 bit CRC value  

 

CRC operation: CHECK 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):32] = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

  [31:0]   = 32 bit CRC value  

SEND:  [(size_out -1):0] = Data, size_out = size_in 

  Data = RECEIVE [(size_in – 1):0] 
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4.3.3 Preamble and SFD 

Module type:   PREAMBLE-SFD 

Additional parameters:  preamble and SFD type; ADD, DELETE 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND 

4.3.3.1 Preamble and SFD Add 

Preamble and SFD type: ADD 

 

Figure 45: Structural description of Preamble and SFD Add 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):0]  = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

SEND:  [size_out:(size_out - 55)] = Preamble, 56 bit 

  [(size_out - 56):size_in] = SFD, 8 bit 

  [(size_in - 1):0]   = Data = RECEIVE [(size_in - 1):0]  

size_out is the size of the data which is 

variable  

4.3.3.2 Preamble and SFD Delete 

Preamble and SFD type: DELETE 

 

Figure 46: Structural description of Preamble and SFD Delete 

RECEIVE: [size_in:(size_in - 55)] = Preamble, 56 bit 

  [(size_in - 56):size_out] = SFD, 8 bit 

  [(size_out - 1):0]   = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is  

variable  

SEND:  [(size_out – 1):0]  = Data = RECEIVE [(size_out - 1):0] 

size_out is the size of the data which is 

variable  
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4.3.4 Control Codes 

Module type:   CONTROL-CODES 

Additional parameters:  control type; ADD, DELETE 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

4.3.4.1 Control Codes Add 

Control type:   ADD 

 

Figure 47: Structural description of Control Codes Add 

RECEIVE: [(size_in – 1):0] = Data, size_in is the size of the data which is variable  

SEND:  [71:8]   = 8 octet data/control characters 

  [7:0]   = control bits, one per octet 

4.3.4.2 Control Codes Delete 

Control type:   DELETE 

 

 Figure 48: Structural description of Control Codes Delete 

RECEIVE: [71:8]   = 8 octet data/control characters 

  [7:0]   = control bits, one per octet 

 

SEND:  [(size_out – 1):0] = Data, size_out is the size of the data which is 

variable  
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4.3.5 Flow control characters Add 

Module type:   FLOW-CONTROL-ADD 

Additional parameters:  none 

Sockets:   RECEIVE_0, RECEIVE_1, RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 49: Structural description of Control Characters Add 

RECEIVE_0:  [(size_ch0 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 0   

RECEIVE_1:  [(size_ch1 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 1   

 

RECEIVE:  [(size_in - 1):8] = IQ-Data 

[7:4]  =  Size of channel 1, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 1  

[3:0]  =  Size of channel 0, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 0  

SEND:   [71:8]   = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0]   = k character, one per octet 
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4.3.6 Flow control characters Delete 

Module type:   FLOW-CONTROL-DELETE 

Additional parameters:  none 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 50: Structural description of Control Characters Add 

RECEIVE:  [71:8]  = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0]  = k character, one per octet 

SEND:   [2047:0] = Data, the Data is a Basic Frame 
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4.3.7 Encoder 

Module type:   ENCODER 

Additional parameters:  encoder type; 8/10, 64/66 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

4.3.7.1 Encoder 8B/10B 

Encoder type:   8/10 

 

Figure 51: Structural description of Encoder 8B/10B 

RECEIVE:  [71:8] = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0] = k character, one per octet 

SEND:   [79:0] = eight 10-bit encoded characters 

4.3.7.2 Encoder 64B/66B 

Encoder type:  64/66 

 

Figure 52: Structural description of Encoder 64B/66B 

RECEIVE:  [71:8] = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0] = control bits, one per octet 

SEND:   [71:8] = 64 bits encoded data/control characters 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 
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4.3.8 Decoder 

Module type:   DECODER 

Additional parameters:  decoder type; 10/8, 66/64 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

4.3.8.1 Decoder 10B/8B 

Decoder type:   10/8 

 

Figure 53: Structural description of Decoder 10B/8B 

RECEIVE:  [79:0] = eight 10-bit encoded characters 

SEND:   [71:8] = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0] = k character, one per octet 

4.3.8.2 Decoder 66B/64B 

Decoder type:   66/64 

 

Figure 54: Structural description of Decoder 66B/64B 

RECEIVE:  [71:8] = 64 bits encoded data/control characters 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 

 

SEND:   [71:8] = 8 octet data/control characters 

   [7:0] = control bits, one per octet 
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4.3.9 Scrambler 

Module type:   SCRAMBLER 

Additional parameters:  scrambler polynomial  

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 55: Structural description of Scrambler 

RECEIVE:  [71:8] = Data that will be scrambled 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 

 

SEND:   [71:8] = Scrambled data 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 

4.3.10 Descrambler 

Module type:   DESCRAMLER 

Additional parameters:  scrambler polynomial  

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 56: Structural description of Descrambler 

RECEIVE:  [71:8] = Data that will be descrambled 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 

 

SEND:   [71:8] = Descrambled data 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 
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4.3.11 Striper 

Module type:   STRIPER 

Additional parameters:  none  

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND_0, SEND_1  

 

Figure 57: Structural description of Striper 

RECEIVE:  [79:0] = Data  

SEND_0:  [39:0] = Data = RECEIVE [79:40] 

SEND_1:  [39:0] = Data = RECEIVE [39:0] 

4.3.12 Aligner 

Module type:   ALIGNER 

Additional parameters:  none  

Sockets:   RECEIVE_0, RECEIVE_1, SEND 

 

Figure 58: Structural description of Aligner 

RECEIVE_0:  [39:0] = Data  

RECEIVE_1:  [39:0] = Data 

SEND:   [79:40] = Data = RECEIVE_1 [39:0] 

   [39:0] = Data = RECEIVE_0 [39:0] 
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4.3.13 Gearbox 

Module type:   GEARBOX 

Additional parameters:  rate_in, rate_out 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 59: Structural description of Gearbox 

RECEIVE:  [rate_in:0] = Data 

SEND:   [rate_out:0] = Data 
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4.3.14 Frame sync 

Module type:   FRAME-SYNC 

Additional parameters:  Sync type; 8/10, 64/66 

Sockets:   RECEIVE, SEND  

4.3.14.1 Frame sync Ethernet 

Sync type:   ETHERNET 

 

Figure 60: Structural description of Frame sync Ethernet 

RECEIVE:  [71:0] = Data 

SEND:   [71:8] = Data, 8 octet “valid” data 

   [7:2] = spare 

[1:0] = sync header 

4.3.14.2 Frame sync xIO-s 

Sync type:   XIOS 

 

Figure 61: Structural description of Frame sync Ethernet 

 

RECEIVE:  [39:0] = Data, the data may be skewed  

SEND:   [39:0] = Data, the data is deskewed 
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4.3.15 Packet merger 

Module type:   PACKET-MERGER 

Additional parameters:  none 

Sockets:   RECEIVE_0, RECEIVE_1, RECEIVE, SEND  

 

Figure 62: Structural description of Frame sync Ethernet 

RECEIVE_0:  [(size_ch0 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 0   

RECEIVE_1:  [(size_ch1 - 1):0] = Data, this data belongs to channel 1   

RECEIVE:  [(size_in - 1):8] = IQ-Data 

[7:4]  =  Size of channel 1, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 1  

[3:0]  =  Size of channel 0, specifies the number of 

columns that belongs to channel 0  

SEND:   [2047:0] = Data, the Data is a Basic Frame 
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5 Evaluation 
The evaluation is done so that recommendation to Ericsson, presented in 7 Results, whether or 

not to implement the small NPU in their future ASICs’ can be presented.  

5.1 Architecture 

5.1.1 Common modules for different protocols 

One of the essential premises to do this project is that different communication protocols often 

use the same or similar building blocks. This could be taken advantage of in a configurable 

system. Analyzing the building blocks described in section 3.3 to 3.6 the different systems can be 

said to contain the following types of blocks: 

 Mathematical manipulation of  data  : Scrambling and CRCs 

 Coding      : Encoding and Decoding 8B/10B 

  Encoding and Decoding 64B/66B 

 Gearbox     : Gearbox   

 Control character handling   : Control Codes Add and Delete 

  Preamble and SFD Add and Delete 

  Flow control Characters Add end Delete  

 Synchronization    : Frame sync for Ethernet and xIO-s 

 Transfer     : Packet Service, Packet Merger, Striper and 

  Aligner 

5.1.1.1  Mathematical manipulation of data 

The blocks in this category will perform mathematical manipulations of the incoming data. The 

mathematical functions parameters (if there are any) may be different between protocols. As 

described in section 5.1.2 Configurable modules the blocks may be constructed with 

configurable parameters, so that different protocols can use the same block by just changing it’s 

mathematical parameters.  

5.1.1.2  Coding 

In this project two different coding schemes have been analyzed. The 8B/10B coding, described 

in section 3.5.5 Encoder 8B/10B and 3.6.4 Decoder 10B/8B, and the 64B/66B coding, describe in 

section 3.3.5 Encoder 64B/66B and 3.4.5 Decoder 66B/64B. The different coding schemes are 
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independent of the protocol of the system. Different protocols have just been defined using any 

(can be more than one) of the coding schemes.  

5.1.1.3  Gearbox 

A gearbox, described in section 3.3.7 Gearbox, will function the same for any system 

independent of the protocol the system is running.  

5.1.1.4  Control character handling 

The objective of the “control character”- functions is at the transmitter to encapsulate the data in 

control characters so that the data can be correctly recognized and extracted in the correct way by 

the receiver. The control characters that are used are different between the protocols. There may 

also be a difference in the position where the control characters are. 

For channel 0 and 1in the xIO-s protocol the control characters are added at the beginning and 

the end of the packet service in each channel. It is made the same way as it is done for the 

Ethernet data. The number of characters added for encapsulation of the xIO-s packet services are 

decided by the channel size as each channel will be filled with either packet service data or 

control characters. The number of control characters that are added to the Ethernet packet is the 

least number of characters needed for the total packet to come up to an even multiple of 8 octets 

in size after start and end characters have been added. 

The IQ-data of xIO-s will not be encapsulated in any control characters.  

As stated in section 5.1.1 Common modules for different protocols, the Ethernet function for 

Preamble and SFD handling, described in section 3.3.3 Preamble and SFD add and 3.4.7 

Preamble and SFD delete, will be regarded as a “control character handling”- block. This is 

because it will add pre-defined bits to the data that will be used to locate the data which will 

follow the added bits. 

The conclusions of the above described characteristics of the control character handling type 

blocks
8
 are that a number of predefined characters may be added to either the end or the 

beginning of a given piece of data. As described later in section 5.1.2.5 Control characters 

handling there may be a combined function for fetching the data from some register and add it to 

the packet. There need to be individual functions for the protocols that decide where and which 

certain control character that will be handled at a given time. 

                                                 
8
 Described closer for xIO-s in section 3.5.4 Add flow control characters and 3.6.5Delete flow control characters, 

for Ethernet in section 3.3.3 Preamble and SFD add, 3.3.3Preamble and SFD add, 3.4.6 Search and delete control 

codes and 3.4.7 Preamble and SFD delete 
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5.1.1.5  Synchronization 

The object of the synchronization module is to search the incoming data for a certain series of 

bits that indicate the start of the incoming data block. When the start of the incoming blocks is 

established the synchronization function will deskew the incoming block so that the outgoing 

data blocks will start with the first bit and end with the last bit. The format of the incoming data 

to a synchronization function is illustrated in Figure 63. The outgoing data from the 

synchronization function is illustrated in Figure 64. 

 

 

Figure 63: General incoming data to a synchronization function 

 

 

Figure 64: General outgoing data from a synchronization function 

 

The core features of a synchronization function is defined as: 

i. Find data block start 

ii. Deskew incoming data according to block start 

i.  To find the data block start in xIO-s the synchronization function will search for a 

K28.5 symbol, as described in section 3.6.2 Frame sync. As soon as one K28.5 

symbol is found the system is regarded to be in sync.  

 

To find the data block start in Ethernet the synchronization function search for a value 

transition in 64 following incoming blocks, as described in section 3.4.3 Frame sync. 

The system is regarded to be in sync as earliest after 64 blocks has been received. 
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ii.       Regardless of how the block start has been detected, the synchronization function will 

deskew the data block when the system is synced. The deskewing is made according 

to the “deskew parameter” which is just a value of how many bits the incoming block 

will de deskewed. The “deskew parameter” is independent from the protocol in the 

system. 

The conclusion of i and ii is that there need to be different mechanisms to reach synchronization 

for different protocols. But when the system has reached sync the deskew function can be the 

same for different protocols.  

5.1.1.6  Transfer 

The objective of those blocks is that they route the signal/signals. The Striper and Aligner 

functions, described closer in section 3.5.6 Striper and 3.6.3 Aligner, would work for any 

protocol as it not analyzes the data or make any protocol specific decisions. 

The “Packet service”- and the “Packet merger”- functions, described closer in sections 3.5.2 

Packet services and 3.6.8 Merge packet, make a protocol specific
9
 routing and will therefore not 

work for all protocols. 

5.1.2 Configurable modules 

With configurable means a module which functionality can be decided when it is declared in the 

configuration file, according to some pre- input parameters. The objective of having configurable 

module is that small variations in the function of the module can make it possible to use the 

module in a wider range of systems and applications. The drawback is in almost any cases that a 

configurable module will take more resources. 

5.1.2.1 CRC’s 

A CRC module could be made with a number of options for configurability. The parameters that 

could be variable are:  

i. CRC polynomial 

ii. Length on the CRC calculated 

iii. Action; calculate and add CRC or calculated and check CRC 

i. As presented in Equation 1, Equation 5 and Equation 6 the CRC polynomial will 

be different depending on protocol and length of CRC
10

. The CRC calculation is 

                                                 
9
 Protocols having the same protocol structure as xIO-s, see section 2.2 xIO-s. 

10
 The length of the CRC is either 16 or 32 bits in this work, but can have other lengths in other applications. 
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made as a sequence of polynomial divisions, between the data and the CRC 

polynomial.  

The hardware realization of the CRC calculation could be a shift register that is 

modified so that XOR operations are made at the specified places according to the 

CRC polynomial. A configurable solution in hardware is made by making a 

modified shift register with XOR gates at all the places. The XOR gates that shall 

be active is set by the CRC polynomial. 

A software realization of the CRC calculation could be made by a sequence of 

divisions made between the data, stored in a register, and the CRC polynomial, 

stored in another register. A configurable solution is in this case made by the 

ability to set the register that holds the CRC polynomial to the chosen polynomial. 

ii. The length of the calculated CRC is decided by the number of zeros added to the 

end of the data described in clause i.  

The addition of a variable number of zeros is in hardware made by shifting the 

data a variable number of times. To be able to do this the counter, counting the 

number of shifts made by the shift register, need to be able to configurable, or 

there has to be multiple counters to choose from. To set a counter when the 

configuration of the system is made will be easy as long as the counter is big 

enough for the chosen number. To be able to count a 32 bit shift we need a 5 bit 

counter instead of a 4 bit counter for a 16 bit CRC. 

In software the limitation of making a variable CRC length is made by an 

eventually limitation of the register holding the data. The length of the data is 

variable for all systems in this work. The register assigned to hold the data for 

CRC calculation need to be at least the length of the data and the desired CRC. 

Assigning the data to a register that is 2 octets longer, 32 bit CRC instead of 16 bit 

CRC, will be a small length addition compared to the maximum possible data 

length. This will therefor make no significant difference to the systems resource 

allocation.  

iii. There are two actions that are desired to perform with a calculated CRC value. 

The first one is to add the calculated CRC value to the data and the other is to 

check the calculated CRC against the incoming CRC.  

In this work the CRC calculation is made in the same module as the specified 

action. A possible alternative solution could be to separate the CRC calculation 

and the actions in different modules. In that case there would probably be more 
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natural to have the different actions separated as they do not have much more than 

the CRC calculation in common.   

If the architecture is in such way that the CRC calculation and the action are in a 

combined module there are a choice of either have a configurable module for both 

the actions or two modules, one for each action. As the actions will not take any 

significant resource, less than the CRC calculations, the system will benefit from 

having a module with combined action capability that is configured for a certain 

action during the configuration. 

5.1.2.2 Scrambling 

A scrambling module could be made with two options for configurability. The parameters that 

could be variable are: 

i. Scrambler polynomial 

ii. Action; scramble or descramble 

i. The hardware realization of a scrambler or a descrambler are two registers where 

a specified set of bits are XOR:ed according to a scrambler polynomial. A 

configurable solution could be made by having a number of multiplexers’ output 

signals to XOR gates. Configuration specifies values for counters that decide on 

the active values for the multiplexers, so that the correct bit is routed to the correct 

XOR gate, at the correct time.  

ii. A module that could be configured to work as either a scrambler or a descrambler 

would be constructed in the same way as the configurable option in clause ii. 

The conclusion is that the same type of configurable module will make it possible to configure 

for either i or ii. 

5.1.2.3 Gearbox 

A gearbox module could be made with variable input and output rates. Realized in hardware the 

gearbox will write the input to a memory in one rate, the input rate, and read from the memory in 

another rate, the output rate, the gearbox is described further in section 3.3.7 Gearbox. The read 

and write rates from the memory are controlled by counters. The ability to set a counter to a 

specified value or run the counter with a preset value will not take any distinguishable different 

amount of resources. As a gearbox is a common module in different configurations so there is no 

reason of making a non-configurable gearbox. 
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5.1.2.4 Synchronization 

As describe in section 5.1.1.5 Synchronization the deskewing function is the only function that 

work the same for the synchronization methods. The deskewing function realization is a shifting 

of data in some memory a given number of times. As this is a very simple operation and take 

little resource, compared to the synchronization functions, there will be no significant gain of 

doing a configurable model instead of doing two separate modules. When there is little gain in 

doing a more complex module than two simpler there is a better choice to do two simpler, as 

they will be easier to test and modify.  

5.1.2.5 Control characters handling 

As described in section 5.1.1.4 Control character handling there could be a common function 

between the module that fetch and add the current character from some predefined memory 

space. The functions that need to be separated is the function that keep track over which 

characters that should be fetch and where it will be added to the data. The fetch function is 

simple and will take significantly less resources than the functions that decided on character and 

placement. Therefor there will not be any large resource gain of doing a configurable module 

that handles different control characters schemes instead of having two separate modules. 

5.1.3 Complexity/possibility to add new functions 

As electronics will develop over time an important aspect of the system is its possibility to be 

able to be modified in the future.  

For the objective of this work it is also important that the system can easy be modify to work 

with other protocols.  

5.1.3.1 TLM 2.0 

Using the TLM interface there is simple to add completely new modules to the system as long as 

the new modules apply TLM. This is one of the advantages of just using TLM and why it has 

been used in this work. 

5.1.3.2 Functions of modules 

As the interface, TLM 2.0, is the same for all modules and is “separate” from the functions 

performed in each module there is easy to change or modify the function of a module. 

5.1.3.3 XGMII standard interface 

Implementing the XGMII interface, as described in section 3.2 Interface, makes it easier to 

change a complete section of the model as long as the new section also uses the XGMII 

interface. 
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5.1.4 Configuration of system 

The configuration of the system is made as described in section 4.2.1 Configuration and can 

today be setup as either a transmitter or receiver of the protocol of choice
11

.  

An alternative may be to make the system generic so that a manufactured block is defined as 

either as a transmitter or a receiver, but could be configured to work with different protocols. The 

gain of making a generic system is that it will require less physical space on the chip. The 

obvious drawback is course that it is less flexible. As it is common that a chip has dedicated 

input and output pins it would be a good idea to have a generic system that could be used as 

either a transmitter or a receiver.
 

                                                 
11

 Ethernet or xIO-s 
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6 Applying the model to CPRI 
One of the objectives of this work is to investigate the possibility for a NPU that is designed for 

configuration of Ethernet or xIO-s to be modified to work for CPRI. In this chapter a description 

of CPRI is presented so that conclusions can be made about the possible modifications that need 

to be made for the NPU to be configurable for CPRI.  The functions that are desired to be 

performed by the modified NPU are the corresponding functions for CPRI as those described for 

Ethernet and xIO-s in chapter 3 Architecture. 

6.1 Protocol structure 

CPRI is an open protocol, see section 1.3.2.3 CPRI, and has a similar frame structure as xIO-s. 

The CPRI protocol consists of three hierarchy frames, just like xIO-s, basic frame, hyper frame 

and radio frame. 

6.1.1 Basic frame 

The basic frame has 16 words and each word can hold between 1 and 16 octets, illustrated in 

Figure 65.  

 

Figure 65: CPRI basic frame structure 

The number of octets in each word depends on the line rate. The different line rates and the 

corresponding octets in a word is presented in Table 2, in this work the larges line rate are used, 

9830.4 Mbit/s, which gives the word a size of 16 octets, same as the xIO-s 2X frame. The control 

word of CPRI is the first word of each basic frame. The remaining 15 words are IQ-data, see 

Figure 65. [20] 
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Table 2: Line rate options and word length for CPRI 

6.1.2 Hyper frame 

One hyper frame consists of 256 basic frames as illustrated in Figure 66. [20] 

 

 Figure 66: CPRI hyper frame structure 
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6.1.3 Control words 

The control word of one hyper frame is ordered into sub channels. There are 64 sub channels and 

therefore there are 4 control words in each sub channel, illustrated in Figure 67. The first byte of 

the first control word in each hyper frame, indicated as 0 in Figure 67, is a Comma byte. It 

contains the K28.5 character for indication of hyper frame start and frame synchronization. For 

the scope of this project the other 255 control words are not explained further and just referred to 

as control words. [20] 

 

Figure 67: Sub channel organization 

6.2 Architecture 

6.2.1 CPRI transmit 

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain a CPRI transmit system is 

presented. The CPRI transmit system is illustrated in Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68: CPRI transmit, module setup 

6.2.1.1 Data in 

The data in to the CPRI transmitter will be of the format of a basic frame, which is presented in 

section 6.1.1 Basic frame.  

6.2.1.2 Scrambler data serializer 

This module will divide the basic frame into 32 bits block that are send to the scrambler.  
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6.2.1.3 Scrambler 

The CPRI scrambler is a 32 bit scrambler and the calculations are made according to a chosen 

scrambler polynomial. Equation 7 presents the polynomial used for scrambling in CPRI. 

G(x) = 1 + x
28

 + x
31 

Equation 7: Scrambling polynomial for CPRI 

Compared to the scrambler in Ethernet, explained in section 3.3.6 Scrambler, the CPRI 

scrambler is an additive scrambler and the Ethernet scrambler is a multiplicative scrambler. This 

means not only that they have different length and polynomial but a different algorithm [24]. 

The control word that contains the K28.5 character is bypassed the scrambler as it is used for 

sync in the receiver. The data is also bypassed the scrambler as long as frame sync has not been 

reached in the receiver. 

As the Ethernet scrambler uses another algorithm it could not be used as it is for CPRI. Both of 

the scrambler algorithms consists of a number of XOR operations which make it possible to 

modify and “reuse” the Ethernet scrambler module when creating a scrambler function for xIO-s. 

6.2.1.4 Encoder 8B/10B 

The encoder scheme is the same as for the 8B/10B encoding described in section 3.5.5 Encoder 

8B/10B.   

6.2.1.5 Serializer 

For the Serializer a gearbox, described in section 3.3.7 Gearbox, with a one bit output is used. 

The input to the Serializer is a 32 bit wide block. 

6.2.1.6 Data out 

The output data is a 1 bit serial interface. 

6.2.2 CPRI receive 

In this section the architecture of the modules that is used to obtain a CPRI receive system is 

presented. The CPRI receive system is displayed in Figure 69. 

 

Figure 69: CPRI receive, module setup 
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6.2.2.1 Data in 

The input data is a 1 bit serial interface. 

6.2.2.2 Deserializer 

For the Deserializer a gearbox, described in section 3.3.7 Gearbox, whit a one bit input is used. 

The output from the de Deserializer is a 32 bit wide block. 

6.2.2.3 Decoder 10B/8B 

The decoder scheme is the same as for the 10B/18 decoding described in section 3.6.4 Decoder 

10B/8B.   

6.2.2.4 Descrambler 

The objective of the descrambler is to “unscramble” the same data that was scrambled with the 

scrambler described in section 6.2.1.3 Scrambler, i.e. the output of the descrambler should be the 

exact same as the input to the scrambler for a chosen data block. The polynomial for the 

descrambling calculations is also the same as for the scrambler which is found in Equation 7. 

6.2.2.5 Scrambler data assembler 

This module will assemble the incoming descrambled 32 bit data blocks to a basic frame.  

6.2.2.6 Data out 

The data out from the CPRI receiver will be of the format of a basic frame, which is presented in 

section 6.1.1 Basic frame. The data is of the same format as the data into the CPRI transmitter. 

6.3 Configure for CPRI 

This section discusses how the modules defined for Ethernet and xIO-s could be used to make it 

possible to configure the system for CPRI. The CIPRI configuration need to contain the modules 

and functionality presented in section 6.2 Architecture. 

For the Scrambler and Descrambler the Ethernet’s “scrambler/descrambler”- modules XOR 

structure could be reused to modify or create new Scrambler and Descrambler blocks for CPRI.  

For the 8B/10B encoding and decoding the modules described in section 3.5.5 Encoder 8B/10B 

and 3.6.4 Decoder 10B/8B can be used. As the data to/from the Scrambler/Descrambler in CPRI 

is 4 octets and not 8 octets as for xIO-s there need to be some gearbox or aligner module that 

formats the data to the correct size for the coding modules. Such a data format module will be 

simple to add to the system. 

As the frame synchronization is made on the K28.5 symbol the frame sync module described in 

section 3.6.2 Frame sync could be used for the synchronization. 
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The conclusion is that small modifications to the modules in the Ethernet and xIO-s model would 

make it possible to configure the system for CPRI. 
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7 Results 
In this chapter the conclusions made from the work described by this report is presented. 

7.1 Conclusions 

i. Different communication protocols uses a lot of the same and similar functions that could 

be implemented in modules that can be used by multiple protocols. 

ii. It is possible to make a configurable NPU using SystemC TLM 2.0 

iii. A configurable system could be made in hardware. The possible implementations of the 

individual modules are described in chapter 5 Evaluation. 

iv. The SystemC TLM 2.0 model created in this work would not need a lot of modification 

to be able to be configured for CPRI. 

v. Using the TLM 2.0 interface between the modules makes it is easy to add or modify 

modules and therefore update and develop the model further. 

vi. There has to be further work done on the hardware implementation, explained in chapter 

8 Further work, to be able to make any good assumptions on the area and performance 

gain/loss of doing a configurable model.  
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7.2 Recommendations 

7.2.1 Would it be possible for Ericsson implement a small configurable NPU? 

The conclusion that can be made from this work shows that it would be possible for Ericsson to 

efficient implement a configurable small NPU. This conclusion is based on the following: 

 Modules can be constructed so that their connections can be configured at restart. 

 A number of the modules needed to setup a transmitter/receiver block for different 

protocols are similar and can efficiently be configured and used for different protocols 

and transmitter resp. receiver blocks. 

 Many of the modules have a fairly simple functionality and a configurable 

implementation is in most cases done without a large resource addition.  

 The model using SystemC TLM 2.0 will be easy to modify and expand to use for new 

protocols or with new functionality, when update or modify the NPU in the future. 

 It is possible to do a hardware implementation of the NPU. 

7.2.2  How would Ericsson implement it? 

If Ericsson implements a small NPU it should be made regarding to the following:   

 As an ASIC probably will be manufactured with dedicated inputs and outputs there 

would be a good idea to make the NPU to a generic block. A generic block would save 

physical resources when manufactured. 

 Referring to chapter 5 Evaluation the most modules should favorably be made 

configurable. 

 The NPU could be made in hardware. 

 SystemC TLM 2.0 can be used for modeling the system at high level. 

 The system could be configured from an after engineered file. 
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8 Further work  
Before implementing a small NPU in the next generation of Ericsson’s EMCAs the lower level 

perspective of the NPU has to be investigated. This need to be done in order to make estimations 

of capacity, performance, costs in terms of area, power and memory. 

A Master Thesis will be done
12

 to investigate the possibility to realize the model developed in 

this work at RTL level. This Master Thesis will create a SystemVerilog library with the 

corresponding blocks and functionality as the SystemC TLM 2.0 model in this work. This RTL 

level model will be used to make the necessary performance estimations described in the above 

clause. 

The timing constraints for the different blocks need to be investigated to guarantee that the 

configurable NPU can achieve the necessary speed required for the link. 

Work cost, economic, of implementing and continuously running a configurable NPU on the 

ASICs compared to use the ASIC design of today need to be further investigated.  

The model develop in this work is a just a model and need to be further developed and 

implemented to possible be used in Ericsson’s EMCAs. 

 

                                                 
12

 Started fall 2013 
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Appendix A, Nomenclature and abbreviations  

The words and abbreviations listed below are established outside the scope of this work.  

ASIC  Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

bps  bits per second 

CPRI  Common Public Radio Interface 

CRC  Cyclic Redundancy Check 

DU  Digital Unit board 

EMCA Ericsson Many Core Architecture 

FPGA  Field-Programmable Gate Array   

IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, [1] 

IP  Intellectual Property 

LAN  Local Area Network 

LSB  Least Significant Bit 

MAC  Media Access Control, [2] 

MSB  Most Significant Bit 

NPU  Network Processing Unit 

Octet  8bits 
OSI  Open Systems Interconnection model, [3] 

PCS  Physical Coding Sublayer, [4] 

PMA  Physical Medium Attachment Sublayer, [4] 

RE  Radio Equipment 

REC  Radio Equipment Control  

SFD  Start of Frame Delimiter 

SoC  System on Chip 

TLM  Transaction Level Modeling 

VLAN  Virtual Local Area Network 

XGMII 10 Gigabit Media Independent Interface, [5] clause 46 

XSBI  10 Gigabit Sixteen Bit Interface, [5] clause 51.4 
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Appendix B, CRC - calculation example 
1. Data 1100 0010 10  = 10 bits 

 Want a 4 bit CRC Choose a 5 bit polynimial: 10011 

2. 1100 0010 10 append 0000 = 1100 0010 1000 00 14 bits 

3. Divide  1100 0010 1000 00  with the poly 10011 

 

1101 0110 1100 00 

1001 1 

0100 1110 1100 00 

  100 11 

0000 0010 1100 00 

             10 011 

0000 0000 1010 00 

                  1001 1 

0000 0000 0011 10 = Remainder, CRC 

 

1101 0110 1100 00 

1001 1 

0100 1110 1100 00 

  100 11 

0000 0010 1100 00 

    00 000 

0000 0010 1100 00 

      0 0000 

0000 0010 1100 00 

         0000 0 

0000 0010 1100 00 

           000 00 

0000 0010 1100 00 

             10 011 

0000 0000 1010 00 

               0 0000 

0000 0000 1010 00 

                  1001 1 

0000 0000 0011 10 = Remainder, CRC 

     

 

 

 

 


